Three Songs of Affirmation

III.

Largo $\frac{2}{4}$ $f$ (ad lib.)

Voice

Piano

In Tempo $\frac{2}{4}$ $f$

In Tempo $\frac{5}{2} \frac{6}{2}$ $f$

In Tempo $\frac{7}{2}$ $f$

In Tempo $\frac{8}{2}$ $f$

In Tempo $\frac{9}{2}$ $f$

In Tempo $\frac{10}{2}$ $f$

I accept, I will bathe

I will bathe in the waters

in the

sempre $p$

as they flow.
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The darkness ended, I will rise / I will cleave to the stars / And their shining and my...
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A tempo

Poco ritard

A tempo

shining now are one.

Ritard

A tempo

now are one.

Ritard

molto

PPP